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6BSTRACT
The centrally-protected site of Lathiya in Ghazipur district of Uttar Pradesh was first noticed by
Alexander Cunningham in 1871-72.|t was excavated only in 2009-10 by the Archaeological
Survey of lndia (ASl) under the direction of B. R. Mani, the then Joint Director-General,
and under the supervision of Sanjay Kumar Manjul and l. D. Dwivedi. They were assisted
by Arvin Manjul, Sujeet Nayan, Jalaj Kumar Tiwari, Ashish Kumar, Neetesh Saxena, S. P.
Gupta, O. P. Pandey, Raman Kumar, Dhananjay Kumar and Ram Naresh Yadav from the ASI;
Excavation Branch lll, Patna;Ajay Srivastav and S. K. Jha from the Archaeological Museum,
Sarnath; and Kishan Singh, Rakesh Chander, Kewal Singh and Dadan Kumar from the ASI
headquarters in New Delhi. The main ob.iective of the excavation was to understand the
relationship between the monolithic pillar at the site and cultural assemblage, or the nature
of the structure, if any, with which it could be associated. The site itself is known as Lathiya
or Latiya, which derives from the latu ot tAtut (pillx or stick) installed there. The excavations
have brought to light remains of four Early Gupta period temples, besides coins, terracotta
figurines and other important artefacts.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
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It is located
in the East central zone of Indian Railways'
from the nearest railway station of Zamania
and approximately 80 km east of Varanasi'
about 20 km south-east of Ghazipur
Flowingtothewestoflathiya,theGangatakesanortherlycourseandbecomes[Jttarovdhinl,
and the Ain-iof ti" site. Based on some rocal legends
importanc"
rerigious
the
signifies
which
kinS Madana
(2000: 61-3) has mentioned the name of a legendry
Akbort,Alexander Cunningham
tried to find out the
was ca[ed Madaneshwar. He also
which
site
the
at
temple
a
who constructed
but finally came to
Jamaniya in the legends of sage Jamadagni,
zamaniyaor
name
the
of
derivation
gave this town its
of Khan zar,,an'u go'""'o' of Jaunpur'
followers
faithful
the
that
conclusion
the
name in the time of Akbar'
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Locotion Plan of LathiYo
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PRADESH): 2009-10
EXCAVATToNS AT LATHIYA (GHAZIPUR DISTRICT, UTTAR

I-athiya has a close affiniry with another site in the sarne district at Bhitari, where an inscribed
has provided
Gupta pillar of the time of Skanda Gupta srands in the viciniry of a temple. Bhitari

(Indian Arclneologr - A
significant evidence of Gupta temples since irs excavation by K. K. Sinha
Universiry
Review L96g-69: Jg-g, 7969-70: 41, 1977-72: 47; Jayaswal 200i) of Banaras Hindu
at
berween 1968 and 1,gZZ. A block carved on rwo sides with an image of Garuda "vas also found
Bhitari, near the pillar which it once topped.
Excavations at Lathiya by the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) continued from
the
September 2009 rill June 2010. During this period, explorations were also undertaken in
area and important archaeological remains were located at Arangi, Gauspur, Harpur, Dhadhani,
Avahi, Budhipur, Kamsardih, Kango and Betabar Kalan, mostly connected with the Early
Historical period and particularly with Gupta age remains. Mention could be made here of some
remarkable stone sculptures, such as Harihara at Arangi, Ekamukha Siva-tiigam at Gauspur and
a Surya image at Dhadhani. Excavations were also taken up at another site, Sakradih, down the
river Ganga on its right bank near Gahmar. The site yielded a six-fold cultural sequence starting
from the Chaicolithic and pre-Northern Black Polished Ware culture of the Iron Age up to the Early
Medieval period.

2. THE SITE
The mound of Lathiya is a centrally-protected site under the ASI. It measures roughly 158 x 61 m
and rises to a height of 2.5 m from irs surrounding plane (P1. 41A-B). A monolithic circular stone
pillar (Pl. 42A) stands near the western end of the mound, with its 75 cm high square base above
the ground, firmly fixed with the help of large upright stones at its four corners. The existing
height of rhe pillar above the ground is about 8.25 m. The pillar does not contain any inscription.
The top of the pillar's shaft has a bell-shaped capital surmounted by eight broken lions facing
eight directions. The capital was once crowned by a sculpted member of two half length Garuda
figures, back-to-back, resting on a circle of lotus leaves (P1. 42B-C). This was detached in the remote
past and is lying near the pillar. It was observed that the tenon at the top of the pillar has a diameter
of 46 cm while the broken socket below the Garuda pillar has a diameter of 47 cm and, as such, it
must have fixed appropriately on the pillar.
The excavation trenches were laid out in a horizontal pattern, measuring 10 x 10 m each.
A total of. 47 trenches were put under excavation, fully or partly. In order to get the sections of
the mound from north to south and east to west, excavation work has been taken up in a series of
trenches numbered from C3 to C10 and from A5 to K9, along with other trenches (Fig. 2).
The Drsfrict Gazetteer of Ghazipur mentions that many of the houses in Zamania were built
by bricks taken from the site, which were also used in the construction of the Mughalsarai-Howrah
main railway line which passes about 1.2 km south-west of the site. H. R. Nevill has mentioned
in the District Gazetteer,'Many of the houses in Zamaniah were built of bricks taken from this site
and quantities were used for ballast in the construction of the railway' (Nevill l9O9:264). Due to
robbing of bricks on a large scale, most of the structures were found in the form of ghost walls.
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EXCAVATIONS AT LATHIYA (GHAZIPUR DISTRICT, UTTAR PRADESH): 2009-10

3. CHRONOLOGY
On the basis of ceramic industries, antiquities and other material culture recovered from the single
field season's work, a two-fold cultural sequence was established.
1. Period I: Maurya-Sunga period (third to first centuries BC)

2. Period II: Gupta period (fourth to sixth centuries AD)

The material of Period I has been mixed up in the levels with later material since largescale buiiding activiry took place in Period II, when foundations were dug for the temples thus
disturbing the earlier ievels. The material from the disturbed levels does not show any definite
evidence that the site was occupied during the Kushan period, though some ceramics generally
ascribed to the Kushan period were also found. Period II has been subdivided into three structural
phases. There is also evidence of activities in the Late Medieval period at the site.
It is pertinent to mention here that a trial trench was laid in the village Baghari, about
500 m west of Lathiya, ro understand the extent of the site. The mound there is occupied by village
houses, but the trench was laid in an open space which indicated an important evidence of
Chalcolithic habitation at the site noticed in the lowest ievels, which lelded a perforated footed
bowl and white-painted black slipped ware. The upper levels were associated with the ceramic
assemblage of the Gupta period.

4. STRUCTURES
The structures revealed from the excavation may be classified into three groups:
1. Temple-Complex Area

2. Southern Residential Area
3. Eastern Residential Area

A. Temple-Complex Area
The significant technique in the excavation in the temple-complex area and exposing the plans
of temples lies in following the alignments of the few extant courses of brick structures with the
help of ghost walls, from which large amount of bricks were robbed in the past. The alignments
of ghost walls could be easily identified due to change in their colour and texture, and due to
the existence of brick courses at the corners or in the line of the walls. Photographs also clearly show
the ghost walls as distinct in their plan and sections (P1. 43A-B).
The temple-complex area (Fig. 3) is situated near the stone pillar. It is comparatively more
elevated than its surroundings. Sixteen trenches measuring 10 x 10 m were laid out to uncover
the nature of structures hidden underneath the mound. Four brick temples of the Gupta period
have been found with their stmcnrres mostly in the form of ghost walls (Pl. 43A). All these temples
face east and have the same plan, though with different sizes. These temples were composed of two
architectural units, the sanctum or garbhagriha and the mandapo. The stone pillar is situated west
of the temple group.
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Temple-complex area. Period

ll, Plnse I & II

Temples 1 and 2, and their enclosure wall, were all constructed in Period II Phase I, :md
Temples 3 and 4 were constructed in Phase II of the same period, a little later.
The first temple, named T1, is the biggest among the group. T1 has a sanctum (2.75 x
2.15 m internally and 3.2 x 4.85 m externally), preceded by a rectangular mondapo. '[he
dimensions of this mandapa are 5.26 x 5.26 m internally and 7.6 x 8.05 m externally. The width
of the north-south wall of the mandapa is 7.27 m, and that of the east-west wall is 1.4 m. 'the
width of the walls of sanctum is 1.05 m. The distance from the outer wail of the mandtpa
from the eastern arm of the enclosure wall is 6.5 m and from the southern arm is 6.5 m.
Similarly the distance between the outer walls of the sanctum to the western arm of the enclosure
wall is also 6.5 m.
The second temple, named T2, has a sanctum (measuring 2.5 x 2 m internally and 3.5
x 3.7 m externally) preceded by a rectangular mandapa (4 x 3.7 m internally and 6.2 x 5.{) m
externally). At the northwestern corner only nine courses of bricks having a height of 73 cm
were found. The width of the walls of the mandapa is 1.1 m and the width of the walk; of
the sanctum on the east-west axis is 0.85 m, while that of walls on the north-south axis is 1 m.
Both T1 and T2 are protected by an enclosure wall measuring 30.55 m north to scuth
and 32.45 m east to west. Most of the wall has been robbed of its brick work and could be
traced only by the ghost impressions that remained.
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The northern arm of this enclosure wail was found in trenches C3, D3, D4 and E4. At
the western end, only the lower-most course of bricks tvas encountered, with a width of 1.1 m.
At D3 and D4 trenches, a part of wall has been traced up to five courses.
. The southern arm of the enclosure wall, measuring 23.45 m in length, was found in
trenches C6, C7 , D7 and E7 .It was found totally in the form of a ghost wali'
The eastern arm of the enclosure wall was traced in trenches E4, E5, E6 and E7, measuring
30.55 m. At E5 trench, only the four lower-most courses, up to a height of 28 cm, were found. Near
the southern end, a hearth of a later period was noticed over the ghost wall'
The western arm of enclosure wall was exposed in the form of thost wall in trenches
C3, C4, C5 and C6, measuring 30.55 m. Only at the northeastern edge of the wall, in trench C4,
a few bricks of the lower-most courses were noticed.
T1 and T2, along with the enclosure wall, were constructed in the same phase and the pillar
as the Garudadhvojawas situated almost in front of the gap between the two temples.
Though the tradition of enclosing temple premises was not a very cofllmon practice
during the Gupta period, yet examples of it are not totally absent. For instance Temples No. 1 and 2
of Bhitari, a remple ar Sravasti, the twin temples of Mahasthan in Eogra district, Bangladesh
and Sakor temple are the ones which were enclosed. It may be noted that these temples are dated
to rhe fifth and early sixth centuries respectively, a time span not very far from the temples of Lathiya.
In the next phase of construction at Lathiya, Temples no. 3 and 4 (named T3 and T4) were
constructed. The size of T3 is almost same as T2.
T3 was constructed over the northern arm of the enclosure wall of earlier temples. It also
has a sanctum measuring 2.5 x 2 m internally and 3.5 x 3.7 m externally. Similarly, the mandapa's
dimension are 3.75 x 4 m internally and 6.2 x 5.2 m externally. The width of the sanctum's
easr-wesr wall is 0.85 m and that of its north-south wall is 1.1 m. Similarly, the width of all the walls
of the mandapa is 1.1 m.
The fourth temple (T4) is situated 3.25 m north of T3. It also has a rectangular sanctum
measuring 2.5 x 7 m internally and 3.5 x 3.8 m externally. The mandapo measures 3.65 x 3.8 m
internally and 5.85 x 5.95 m externally. A rectangular pit measuring 1.6 x 1.56 m, probably
for installation of the image for worship, was noticed in the centre of the mandapa. The
temple's foundation and the depth of the pit are almost at the same level, and rest on the same Layer 2.
A rrough made by stone chips with lime plaster was found 5 cm below ground level in
trench 84, Quadrant (Qd.) IV for making the stucco paste. The size of the trough is 112 x 25
cm internally and 125 x 46 cm externally. The depth of the trough is 18 cm It may be dated to
Period II Phase II.
The lower half of a vase filled with lime mortar was found in trenches E2 (Qd. M and
D4 (Qd. III) belonging to the same period. Remains of lime plaster and fragments of stucco
were noticed in trenches D5, E5, F5, P,4, C4, G4 and C4 connected with the temple-complex area.
It may be suggested that the superstructure of these temples must have been decorated with lime
plaster and stucco. Stucco fragments mainly represent floral, geometric and snake designs. Remains
of a brick paved floor belonging to Period II Phase II were noticed in trench E2 (Qd. II and III), E3
(Qd. II and III), D4 (Qd. II) and E4 (Qd. II), 20 to 30 cm below surface level.
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A flimsy, single course brick wall, assigned to Period II

Phase

III, was found in

tre nch

It was found aligned east to west, and was traced up to a length of 3.05 m. The -,rridth

E2 (Qd. I).
of
pillar
the wall is 0.55 m and it is located to the south of T4. The stone
also has an outer encloi;ure
wall and it is closed with the western arm of the enclosure of the two earlier temples. Thus, the outer
enclosure wall measures22.4 m in its north-south alignment, and 10 m in its east-west alignmerrt. A
part of this enclosure wall was found in the form of a ghostwall in trench C4 (Qd. I), having a wid :h of
1.1 m traced up to 3.44 m in its east-west alignment in the trench. A symmetrical projection from
the enclosure wall has been shown in Figure 5. This projection is also contemporary with the
enclosure walls.
The stone pillar of Lathiya is a single circular shaft of sandstone with a square base. It
is firmly fixed on the ground by four large, upright stones. The excavation near the base o1'the
stone pillar in trench 85 shows that the upright stones with the pillar were also enclosed by a wall
made of baked bricks, meant to further strengthen the pillar (FiSs. 4-5). The western arm of this
enclosure wall has been traced up to 1.54 m with a width of 1.6 m, length of 1.86 m, and with
nventy-eight courses of bricks. Similarly, the southern arm of the enclosure wall was expcsed
up to 2.9 m in length,0.85 m in width and 3.25 m in height, with forr5r-four courses of bricks
(Pl. 44A). The eastern arm of the enclosure wall was traced up to 1.39 m in length, 0.75 n in

Frc
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width and 0.30 m in height, with four courses. The total height of this arm was not
because of safery concerns. This enclosure wail may be assigned to Period II Phase L

traced

Another brick wall was found in north-south alignment with a length of 1.61 m, width of 0.5
m and height of 0.42 m, with seven courses of brick work.

Bo Southern Residential Area
A residential area was noticed in the southern part of the I■ ound(Fig.6,Pl.44B).PeriOd 1 1las

been represented here by● ″O parallel walls running in trenches B9,C9and D9 at a depth of 80
cm below ground level.These vvalls are aligned east‐

west,with a 4° deviation on the plan.1'he

distance be● 〃een these vvalls is 2.3 1n and they forΠ l a passage.The northern wall,exPosed ur tO

15.l Πl and having a width of 60 cnl was traced and has two brick courses.The southern parallel
wall has been traced up to the same length,vvidth and courses as found in the northern vvall,1)ut
this wall seems to have been reused in period II alsO.TvvO parallel l″

alls aligned north‐ south jЭ in

the southernマ vall and fOrm a house― complex,but due tO restricted excavation in that area the
actual size of rooms was■ ot ascertained.The western parallel wa1l on the north― sOuth axis、 vas
exposed up t0 4.72 m ttvith a lnaxilnum vⅦ dth of 70 cln and traced up to● ″o courses.The eastern

wall was also exPosed up to 4.72 m.The distance beぃ veen these ●″o

vvalls is 5。

7m.All these

structures belong tO period I.
A house― complex be10nging to Periods IIA and IIB was exposed in trenches B8,B9,B10,

C8,C9,C10D8,D9and D10.This rectangular house― complex is enclosed by a vvall vvith a vviith
of l.l m and was mostly fOund in the forln of ghOst vvalls. Its northern and southern walls
have a length Of 17.6■ l and its eastern and western vvalls have a length Of 17 m.A roon■ was〔 tlso

exposed,with an inner size of 7.32x3.25m.
Two rooms were traced at the northeastern portion ofthe complex in trenches C8(Qd.]II),

D8(Qd.Rの ,C9(Qd.Ⅱ and IH),D9(Qd.I and IV).The size ofthe smaller room at the northeastern
corner was 3.35x2.98 1n and the bigger r00m measured 7.15x2.98m.The walls Of these rooms
were traced in the form of ghost walls and their lA′ idth varies from 72 cnl to l m. The floOr,
made of bricks and brickbats Of PeriOd IIA,vvas traced in trenches C9(Qd.Ⅱ
Iand Ro and B9{:Qd
II and IⅡ )(Pl.45A― B).A floor inade in the same fashion and assignable to Period IIB was foun(l in

trench C9.
The space be● ″een the house― complex and temple― complex area seems tO have been used
as an opё n space,with remains of some bricks and brickbats.It was traced Partially in trenches B7,

C7,D7,B8and D8.
An interesting dump with a diameter of 12.55 1n and depth of 20 cm was fOund in the sqttare

A10(Qd.II and III).On the basis Of the lnaterial found insidc the dump,it has been identified,
tentatively, as a ritual dump. Hundreds of bOwvls Of various shapes and sizes were recov(:red
fronl the dump, which suggests its ritualistic PurpoSe. Probably, after perforlning the wOrl;hip
in the temples,offering and other lnaterials used for vvOrship vvere discarded here.This ritualistic

dump was found 15 cni below grOund level and is assignable to Period II Phase II.
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FIG 6 Sollthern residcrldα [arec R3五 Od tt PhasC I&II

ngい νo tO fOur courses
A drain lnade of burnt brickS With brick lining on both Sides and ha宙
south periphery ofthe l■ ound.The length

of bricks was fOund in the square A10,toWards the north―

64 m extemal width in north―

ofthe drain is approximately 5.30 m with O.19 m intemal width and O。
soudl alignment.Remains Of a n。 。r lnade of brickbats,25 crn below ground level,were also traced
in the northwestern and northeastenl portion oftrench A10.The eastern side ofthe drain had a few
bricks laid for covering that part.Thus,the area of the square A10 Fnight have been used tO drain
water and as a dumping PlaCe for offering boWlS.

C.Eastenl Residential Area
A rectangular platform paVed with bricゅ atS and enclosed by a roW Of bricks―

on― eoge,rOugh取

in the shape of a trough,was found l.2 m beloW ground level in trench H4(Qd.II and III)
(Fig. 7).ItS dilnensions are 2.01 to 2.21x 2.38 to 2.1l m with a depth of O.2m.It lnay be
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assigned to Period II Phase I, and it was possibly meant for the preparation of mortar for the
construction of temples.
A rectangular chamber used for preparation of lime mortar was found 7.2 m belclv
ground level in trench F4 (Qd. II), measuring 3.10 x 2.65 m with the width of a single brick, i.:.,
22 cm. This chamber is further divided into two parts, viz. the northern and southern sub-chambe:s.
The inner dimensions of the northern sub-chamber are 2.18 x 1.35 m. The southern sub-chamber
is divided into two compartments, eastern and western. The inner dimensions of the western
compartment are 1.16 x 1.16 m, while the eastern compartment has an inner dimension of
0.79 x 1.16 m' This unique structure, which may be assigned to period II phase II, is importent
to understand the technology involved in preparation of building material during the Gupta peri.d.
Period iI Phase III has been represented here by rudimentary house-complexes. The:se
houses were constructed by using mostly brickbats and do not represent good masonry
work.
Brick robbing and human vandalism has also been noticed in these brick structures.
In other
words, it can be said that the houses or rooms of this phase were made randomly
and were rrot
well-planned.
The remains of a house-complex were partly found in trelches G4, H4, G5
and lI5.
This house-complex has naro rooms within an enclosure. The first
room is inside the western part
of the complex. The inner size of this room is 3.62 x 2.6 m. The thickness of the
walls of this
room is 0'6 m, with one to five courses of bricks. The maximum height
of the walls is 0.5 m.
In the south-east corner of this house-complex, the remains of another room
were found. l,he
inner size of this room is 4.3 x 2.6 m. The walls of this room remain
in a maximum of four
courses of bricks with a height of 50 cm. The width of the
walis is 50 cm. These rwo rooms ,ire
situated in a bigger enclosure' Another big room measuring 11
x 10.5 m was noticed. The walls
of this room also have one to four courses with a maximum width of
0.5 m.
A room was partly traced in trenches H5 (Qd. II), and J5 (Qd. I and
IV). The inner size
of the room is 5'25 x 2.9 m- The width of its walls is 45 cm and rhey
remain parrly in one ro rwo
courses of bricks.
Remains of a few strucrures were also found in trenches F4 (Qd. III
and IV), G5 (Qd. IV) zrnd
H4 (Qd. IV), but their pian is not clear due to brick robbing (pl. 4sc).
Excavations were carried out up to natural soil in some of the quadrants
of the trenches imd
five layers were encountered in trench E4 (Qd. I), which represent the
cultural deposits at the ;ite
(Fis' 8)' Brick walls and ghost walls can also be seen in orher
sections in deposits of the rwo
phases of Period II (Figs. 9-10).
A few hearths were also found from the upper-most 1evels (pl.
46A-8).

5. POTTERY
Pottery recovered from the excavations, right from the lower-most
level above natural soil, .nras
made on wheels. The fabric ranges from coarse to fine and well-fired
but storage jars and heavy
lids are ill-fired, showing un-oxidized smoky sections.
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The ceramic industries of Period I may be classified into three groups: 1, red ware; 2. biack
ranges
slipped ware; and 3. grey ware. Sherds of red ware are the highest in percentage. The fabric
slip.
from coarse to fine. They are well-fired and a few oi rhem are treated with self slip or ocherous
The types include vase, bowl, dish, and lid and miniature pot'
This ware is found
Sherds of black slipped ware stand next in terms of percentage found.
to fine and
from the lower levels to the upper levels of Period I. The fabric ranges from medium
with incurved
the wares are well-fired. The types include bowl and dish. Bowls are represented
thickened rim,
rim, rounded profiie and rounded base. Dishes are represented with incurved
fine fabric are well-fired.
incurved sides and armost flat bases. The sherds of grey ware have
Black Polished
only dish and bowl rypes are represented in this variety. A few sherds of Northern
Ware (NBPW) were also found at the site'
fabric ranges from coarse to
The pottery of Period II is mostly red ware (Fig. 11). The
and dull varieties. The percentage
medium. sherds of red ware were found both in slipped
include vase, bowl ' lid' lotd"
of dull red ware is more than that of the slipped variety. The types
and different types, such as out-turned
basin, knobbed lid and lamp. Vases of different sizes
short necks and wide mouth; bowls with
rims with long, concave necks, or out-turned rims with
sizes with featureless rims, tapering sides
featureless rims and rounded profiles; lids of different
and flat base; and spouted vases with single spouts
and flat bases, or with incurved rims, incurved sides
of different sizes (Fig. 12) were found, and
were found. A large number of.varaho-mukhotypespours
of
with red slip were arso recovered. The sprinkiers are
suggest a definite ritualistic usage. sprinklers
followed
both sharp and blunt carination
fine fabric and treated with red srip. carinat ed,handis,with
(Pls. 47A-C,48-49,50A-B)'
to their rounded bases, were also found

6. ANTIOUITIES
.

during the excavations. These
A total of 3g7 antiquiries (pls. 50c-D, 51-55) were recovered
A squarish copper
copper, glass, iron, bone, shell and ivory objects'

include terracotta, ,,orr",
copper-cast coins (Pls. 53A-B, 54A) found at
punch-mark"d .oi, (p1. 53ci and five uninscribed
which is also confirmed by the
the site provide evidence of an earlier, smali-sized settlement,

earlypotteryrypesdiscoveredhere.Vfhiiethepunch-markedcoinhasthesix-armedsymbol,
tree-in-railing, hollow cross,
the copper_cast coins bear images of eiephant, crescent-on-hil,
svasrika, lndradhvaja and taurine figures'

AcoppercoinofQueenVictoriawasalsofoundatthesite.Thismighthavebeendropped
there when the railway line was under construction'
bearing Gupta Brahmr legends are noteworthy'
A copper ring-cum-seal and terracotta sealings
figure of. a Sr'atsa which is written in the Brahmi
The copper seal beirs an inscription below the

scriptoflatefourthorearlyfifthcenturiesAD,andbearsanamedecipheredasVibhudatta
(p1.55C).rhestyleofmuki,gthesealiscomparablewiththesealingsfoundatBhitari'
)o(vll
upper halves (Jayaswal 2001: Pls.
particularry with those having srivatsa symbors in their
A-)OO0 B).
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A few other clay sealings were also found having Gupta Brahmi letters or symbols such as
the solar wheel, or chakra, depicted on them (Pls. 54C-D, 55). One of these seems to bear the ie gend
Sn-Padmasya (P1.558).
Some typical Gupta period terracotta human and animal figurines were significant finds
from the excavations. These depict female figures with standard dresses, ornaments and hair styles
as found in sculptures and terracotta figurines.
Among other noteworthy antiquities, mention must be made of the terracotta snake
figurine of Period I, tortoise-shaped amulets, sling balls, hopscotch srones, wheels, stoppers, skin
rubbers, dabbers, beads of semiprecious stones, terracotta and glass, terracotta pestle, querns bead
polishers, sling balls and fragment of sculpture made of stone. The copper objects include bangles,
antimony rods and beads. A gold-plated copper earring was also found during rhe excave,tions.
Iron sickles , khurpt, glass bangles, rings and an ivory pendant shaped like a dagger are amorlg the
other miscelianeous objects found.
The antiquities found during excavations at the site include 244 terracotta orjects,
60 stone objects, 22 copper objects, 49 glass objects, 3 iron objects, 3 bone objects, 2 ivory o ojects,
3 shell objects and 1 unidentified object.

Srorue Oa.iecrs
S.

No. Object

Coppen Oeuecrs

Quantity

5. No. Objea

Quantil:y

1

Beads

23

1

Coins

12

2

Pestles

11

2

Bangles

02

3

03

3

Bead

01

4

Querns
Bead polishers

02

4

Ring-cum-seal

01

5

Weights

06

5

Gold-plated ring

01

6

Sling balls

05

6

a2

7

Unidentified

03

7

Antimony rods
Unidentified

8

Damaru-shaped objects
Human figurine

01
01

11

Fragments of sculptures
Decorated stone

01

12

Gem

9
10

Totai

of ring

Tota:

03
22

03

01

lnoN Oe.Jecrs
S.

No.

Object

euantity,

1

Khurpi

01

2

Sickles

o2

Total

03
■■ ■ ■■ ■
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GLASS OBJECTS

Tennacorra Oe.Jecrs
S.No. ObieCt

Quantity

S.No.ObieCt

1

Beads

103

l

Bead5

2

Human figurines

07

3

16

Rings
Bangles

03

5

Animalfigurines
Bird figurines
Snake figurine

2
3

6

Sling balls

30

7

Hopscotch stones

8

Wheels

07

9

Discs

02

10

Handle of rattle

01

11

Playing disc

01

l
2

12

Gamesman

05

3

13

Toys

02

4

09
09

̲

49

BONE OBJECTS

11

14

Stoppers

15

Sealings

10

16

Bangles

06
02

17

StamPs

18

Skin rubbers

10

19

Unidentified

20

Amalakas

03
03

21

Pendants

08

22

Dabbers

05

23

Fragment of mould

24

Crucible

S.No. ObieCt

Quantity

Point
Bead

01
01

Unidentified

01
03

Total
:VORY OBJECTS

S.No.ObieCt

Quantity

Pendants

Oz

Tota1

02

01
01
01

Whistle

SHELL OBJECTS

S.No.ObieCt

1

Fragments of

Tota1

UNIDENTiFIED OBJECT

S.No.ObieCt

31

Tota1

01

05

25

Quantity

Quantity

bangles

03

03

喫

Bead

01
°1

Total

Toml

NUMBER oF ANTIQUITIES:

387
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